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AIRMAIL LETTER RATES FROM
FRENCH WEST AFRICA TO FRANCE TO 1945
by Bob Picirilli (FCPS W 2381)

This article is first of a series of occasional articles to result from the work
of a Study Group for Airmail Rates in French Colonies to 1945, of which this
writer is coordinator. It is being published jointly in the France and Colonies
Philatelist (U.S.A.) and Journal of the France and Colonies Philatelic Society
(G.B.).

The international group studying airmail rates in the French colonies to
1945 is making progress. While there is much yet to be learned, considerable
information has been obtained. This article will present one important set of
airmail rates: namely, those from French West Africa (hereafter AOF) to
France. AOF included (in alphabetical order) Dahomey, Guinea, Ivory Coast,
Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, Sudan, Togo, and Upper Volta (not a separate administration during much of this period). New information will appear, not
previously published elsewhere so far as we know.
Space does not permit a lengthy historical background. As early as 1925,
regular flights from France to Dakar, Senegal (via Port Etienne, Mauritania),
and return, had been established. During the early years, airmail from other
AOF countries went by surface mail to Dakar and by air on to France. By
1934-1935, an alternative routing became available when regular flights were
established, on the eastern side of AOF, through Algeria and on to France.
This line went from Niamey in Niger via Gao in eastern Sudan. A connection
from Niamey to Cotonou in Dahomey was established soon thereafter.
Not until March 1937 were regular flights established linking other AOF
colonies with Dakar by air. At this point Aeromaritime inaugurated service
from Dakar down the coast through Guinea, Liberia, Ivory Coast, Gold Coast,
Dahomey, and Niger. Figure 1 indicates these routes. (In the same year, a
route was established between Dakar and Gao via Bamako.)
For the most part, the information in this article comes from the three primary sources, mutually confirming each other.
(1) The airmail surtaxes from France to various colonies (to other countries also) appear in Les Tarifs Postaux Franr;ais 1627-1969, by J.-P
Alexandre, C. Barbey, J.-F. Brun, and G. Desarnaud, 2nd edition, edited by
Dr. R. Joany (Brun & Fils, 1989). (I will hereafter refer to this source as
Tarifs.)
(2) I was fortunate to obtain the services of a university student in
Abidjan, who went through the issues of the Journal officiel de la Cote
d'Iuoire in the archives and made photocopies of pages with information
about postal rates of any sort. The announcement in these pages provide various rates, including airmail surtaxes, not just for Ivory Coast but for all AOF.
(I will hereafter refer to this source as Journal.)
(3) Our study group has assembled a database of airmail covers from
French colonies to 1945, and more than 200 of these are from AOF colonies to
France. Analysis of the actual franking, in light of the published rates, provides a confirmation that yields a high level of confidence in the information
provided here. By far the greater number of these actual covers can be explained precisely according to these rates.
As with the basic letter and registry rates, airmail surtaxes from a given
colony to France were generally the same as from France to that colony. To
explain the franking on an airmail letter of the period one must know: (1) the
basic letter rates, (2) the airmail surtaxes, to be added to basic, and (3) for
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FRANCE

....................................... fill France: Dakar - France
_______ _ Air Afrique: Niamey - Algiers (Sabena 10 France)
• • • • • • • • • Aeromaritime: Dakar to Cotonou; also Cotonou 10 Niamey

Figure 1. French West Africa and early airmail routes.

registered letters the registry rates. In general, all French colonies used the
same basic and registry rates. These I have already published in a two-part
article (see the U.S. FCp, July and October 1997). Table 1 is a chart reproducing the part needed for this article.
The airmail surtaxes did not, by any means, change on the same dates or
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represent the same weight steps. This means, therefore, that one must first
check the basic (usually the first weight step, but sometimes beyond), then
the registry (one rate, regardless of weight), and then the airmail surtax in
effect at the date of the mailing, and combine them. The actual franking for
the airmail part will often be a multiple, because of the smaller weight steps
involved.
Table 1. Basic letter and registry rates, AOF to France
Rate begins
Mar25,1924
lui 16,1925
May I, 1926
Aug 9,1926
Apr 21,1930
lui 18, 1932

lui 12, 1937
Nov 17, 1938
Dec I, 1939
lan 5,1942
Mar I, 1945

.

.a+IOOg
+20c
+20c
+20c
+30c
+40c

100
If60

"200g
11'80
2f20

"20g
25c
30c
40c
50c

"SOg
45c
50c
65c
75c

"IOOg
60
75c
90c
If

.

..

.,

..

65c
90c

.

90c
1f20

If
11'50
2f

100
2f
3f

11'80
3f
4f

Registry

+60c
+75c
+If

.
.

.

2f40
4f

-

+1125
.a+IOOg
+4Oc
+50c
"300g
3f
5f
7f

+11'50
+1160
.a+IOOg
+50c
+If

-

+2f
+3f
+4f

The airmail surtaxes from AOF to France for the period through 1945 are
shown in Table 2. Combining the changes in basic, registry, and airmail rates
Table 2. Airmail surtaxes from AOF to France
.. tOg
.. tOOg
Beginning date
"20g
"SOg
May 28,1925
2f
3f
4f
6f
May 16, 1926
2f60
31'80
5f
7f50
Jan 11, 1928
3f
6f
10f
15f
From this time on, the airmail surtax was a single amount for each weight step, as follows:
Aug I, 1929
3fper 10 grams
Sep I, 1935
2fper 5 grams (eastern route only; see Note 1 below)
May I, 1937
2fper 5 grams (all routes; see Note I below)
Sep I, 1938
2f50 per 5 grams (all AOF except Mauritania and Senegal; see Note 2 below)
May 2,1941
3f50 per 5 grams (all AOF; see Note 2 below)
6f per 5 grams
Mar 10, 1945

will yield a total of 18 different rate periods. There are 14 different possible
frankings for the first weight step (both basic and airmail) alone-and this
does not count registry! Table 3 provides a chart showing the combined possibilities (weights up to 50 grams).
Figure 2 illustrates with a cover from French Guinea to Paris, dated
August 25, 1931. The total franking of 9£75 results from the basic letter rate
for the second step (20-50 grams), 75c, plus triple the 3f per 10 grams airmail
surtax. Figure 3, from Ivory Coast to St. Etienne, is dated January 7, 1939
and is franked 7£50: 90c basic + IlliO registry + double the 2£50 per 5 grams
airmail surtax.
Now for some important observations about the information given in these
charts, including some additional factors that will have to be taken into account to explain the franking on some covers. (The reader will understand
that "philatelic" covers, when the rates were not as important as the stamps
used, may not fit these charts at all.)
Note 1. During the period between September 1, 1935 and April 30, 1937,
there were two different, competing airmail rates from AOF to France.
Letters from AOF to France through Dakar (the western route, via Air
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Table 3. Total Airmail Rates Possible, up to SOg

Rat
e
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

Date
May28,192S
Registered
Jul16, 1925
Registered
May I, 1926
Registered
May 16, 1926
Registered
Aug 9, 1926
Registered
Jan II, 1925
Registered
Aug I, 1929

-5g

-

Registered

S
9a'

Ju118,1932
Resistered
Sep I, 1935
RegIStered
Sep I, 1935
Registered
May I, 1937

-

-lOg

-15g

2125
2fll5
200
3IDS
2f40
3f40
3f
4f
300
400
3150
4150
3150
41'50
3150
4175
"

.

-20g
312S
3f1lS
300
4IDS
3f40
440
4120
5120
400
500
6150
7150
6150
7 0
6150
7175
"
"
S150
9f 5

-25g

-30g

-

-

-35g

-+40g

-45g

-SOg
4f4S
SIDS
4150
S125
4f6S

-

Sf6S

1217S
1317S
1217S
14f
"

917S
10175
917S
Ilf

.

.

.

"

Sf65
6f65
5175
6175
10175
1inS
Ism
16
IS175
17f

"
12175
14175
1617S
18175
20175
14
16f
18
20f
22
"
10
"
"
Registered
"
"
"
"
"
14190
11
Jul 12, 1937)
2f65
4f65
6f6S
Sf6S
10190
12190
16190
IS190
20190
1440
1640
18f40
20f40
RegIstered
405
605
S S
100S
12f40
2240
Sep
I,
1935
Sf6S
S05
10f65
13f40
15190
ISf40
20190
12"
30S
23f40
2S190
17 40
RegIStered
mIT
14190
19190
22f40
24190
7 S
9lOS
27f40
13
Nov 17, 1938
3f40
5190
Sf40
10190
13170
16120
18170
21120
23170
26120
Registered
Sf
7150
10f
12150
1500
17fll0
2000
22f1l0
2500
27f1l0
1600
ISfllO
14
Dec I, 1939
3150
6f
S150
Ilf
13f1l0
2100
23f1l0
2600
Registered
Sf
10fSO
13f
ISf1l0
ISOO
20f1l0
2300
2Sf1l0
5150
2S00
IS
May 2,1941
4fSO
Sf
IlfSO
15f
ISfSO
2200
25fSO
2900
32f1l0
3600
2400
27f1l0
Registered
6fSO
IOf
13fSO
17f
20fSO
3100
34f1l0
3S00
26fSO
30f
16
Jan 5,1942
5f
8150
12f
15fSO
19f5O
23f
33150
37f
ISfSO
26f
29fSO
Hf
40f
Registered
Sf
IlfSO
ISf
22fSO
36fSO
24f
31f
17
Mar I, 1945
S150
9f
12fSO
16f
20fSO
27fSO
34fSO
3Sf
20f
24fSO
28f
31fSO
Registered
9150
13f
16fSO
35f
3SfSO
42f
IS
Mar 10, 1945
Sf
14f
20f
26f
33f
39f
4Sf
51f
S7f
63f
24f
43f
49f
Registered
12f
ISf
30f
37f
5Sf
61f
67f
'Rates 9a and 9b represent the differences between western and eastern routes, as explained in Note 1 below.
"Mauritania and Senegal are not included in rates 12-14 and must be calculated from the charts above; see Note 2 below.
9b'

21'50
3175
"

.

41'50
S 5

6150
7 S

..

.

10175
12
"

.

..

.

.

.

.
.

m5

France) were charged 3f per 10 grams. Letters from AOF to France through
Niger and Algeria (the eastern route, via Air Afrique and Sabena) were
charged 2f per 5 grams. This fact is not indicated in previously published literature, so far as we know, and was discovered during our study. There are
indications that this difference caused some confusion, and it was brought to
an end on May 1,1937, with the 2fper 5 gram rate prevailing. The May 1937
issue of the Air France Chronique de la Post Adrienne included the following
notice:

As of May 1, the airmail surtax for Senegal, Mauritania,
French Sudan (west part) as well as for Gambia and Sierra Leone,
which were 3f per 10 grams, are fixed at 2f per 5 grams. (This
measure is for the effect of rendering uniform the surtaxes for all
the colonies of AOF, AEF, the countries of Gulf of Guinea and
Belgian Congo.)
The next issue ofthis publication, for June 1937, adds this:
Since May 1, the airmail surtaxes have been rendered uniform
and fixed as 2f per 5 grams for: Mauritania, Senegal, French
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Figure 2. From Mamou, French Guinea, to Paris, August 25, 1931, franked 9{75
(75c basic for second weight step, 20-50 grams, plus triple the 3f per 10 grams airmail
surtax). The letter went surface to Dakar, then air to France. Backstamps show transit
at Conakry, August 27; Dakar, Senegal, September 12; and arrived in Paris
September 14.

Sudan, Cape Verde, Gambia, French or Portuguese or Spanish
Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivory Coast, Gold Coast, Togo,
Dahomey, Niger, Chad, Cameroun, Ubangi-Chari, Gabon, Middle
Congo, Belgian Congo.
There is an abundance of cover evidence to confirm both of these rates during
this period of time, as well as the uniformity after May 1, 1937. Figure 4
shows a cover from French Sudan to France during the time between 1935
and 1937, franked at 3f50 (basic 50c + 3f airmail). It was clearly routed
through Dakar. Figure 5 shows a cover from Agu, Togo (on the eastern side of
AOF) to France during the same period, franked at 2£50 (50c basic + 2f airmail). Handwritten directions make its route clear. Even covers from Niger,
where direct air service to Marseille, via Algiers, was available, can show use
of both routes and rates during this period. Figures 6 and 7 show two Niger
covers clearly routed (and rated) by the different carriers.
Note 2. During the period beginning September 1, 1938, Mauritania and
Senegal were exempted from the airmail surtax increase from 2f to 2£50 per 5
grams. Figure 8 shows a cover from Senegal franked at 3f: basic 1f + 2f airmail, dated January 20, 1940 after the airmail rates had changed to 2£50 in
the other AOF colonies.
The source for this information (Tarifs) does not say clearly when (or
whether) these two colonies went back to the same rates as the other AOF
colonies, but it seems probable that this occurred when the airmail surtax in
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Figure 3. From Dimbokro, Ivory Coast, to St. Etienne, January 7, 1939, franked 7{50
(90c basic + 1f60 registry + double the 2{50 per 5 grams airmail surtax). (From the
writer's collection.)

AOF colonies increased again to 3ffiO per 5 grams, May 2, 1941. This is supported by the cover shown in Figure 9, dated July 26, 1941, with 3ffiO for the
airmail surtax (basic waived for the military; see note 4 below).
Note 3. The dates given for changing rates are not necessarily precise. I
have chosen to give the dates found in Tarifs (for the rates from France to
AOF) since the dates in the official Journal (for AOF to France) do not always
tell when the change was to take effect. But it is not unusual for a cover posted even some months after an official date to use the previous rate rather
than the new one. Figure 12 illustrates this phenomenon. In back country
post offices in primitive conditions this should not surprise us, even if we
were sure the dates in Tarifs were always official in the colonies.
Note 4. One must also watch for military mail. Typically (but not always)
such mail will be indicated by the initials F.M. (Franchise Militaire). In most
cases, the basic letter rate was waived for military mail, and only the airmail
surtax (and registry, if needed) charged. Figures 9 and 10 show such covers.
Note 5. Yet another difference from the rates charted on page 78 occurred
when a letter, franked only for surface carriage, was transported by airmail
anyway, and perhaps even stamped "Par Avion." This was apparently done, at
times, to publicize and promote the use of airmail. Such covers may carry
hand-stamps indicating this special treatment, like "Transporte
Exceptionnellement." But this is not always the case. Figure 11 shows a cover
without this marking that was carried by air even though franked only for
the basic letter rate.
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Figure 4. From Markala, French Sudan, to Paris, March 4, 1937, franked 3f50 (50c
basic + 3f per 10 grams airmail). TI'ansit backstamp shows routing through Dakar, the
western route from AOF, at a time when the airmail surcharge was just 2f per 5 grams
via the eastern route through Niamey and Algiers. (Courtesy Greg Cykman.J

Figure 5. From Agu, Togo, to Paris, August 13, 1936, franked 2f50 (50c basic + 2f
per 5 grams airmail). Note the manuscript "Aero maritime Service par Cotonou Niamey." This was at a time when a competitive rate was 3fper 10 grams via the western route through Dakar. (Courtesy Michael Ensor.)
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Figure 6. From Fada n'Gourma, Niger, to Saint Cloud, August 31, 1935, franked
3f50 (50c basic + 3f per 10 grams airmail; taxed 6f for double the 3f underpayment because overweight). The letter was routed through Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dioulasso (in
the Upper Volta section of Ivory Coast), and then Dakar (as shown by backstamps), and
thus the western route and rate. (Courtesy Bill Mitchell.)

Figure 7. From Bilma, Niger, to Lyon, April 13, 1936, franked 4f50 (50c basic + double the 2f per 5 grams airmail surtax via the eastern route). The "de ZINDER A MARSEILLE" handstamp specifies the route from Niger to Marseille via Algiers. (Courtesy
Ian McQueen.)
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Figure 8. From Saint-Louis, Senegal, to Paris, January 20, 1940, franked 3f (If
basic + 2f airmail). In all the AOF colonies except Mauritania and Senegal, the airmail
surcharge had increased from 2fto 2f50 before this date. (Courtesy Michael Ensor.)

Figure 9. From Senegal to France, July 26, 1941, with basic waived (note the military cachet) and a 3f50 {ranking for the airmail surta.-c. With the increase to 3f50 on or
about May 2, 1941, Mauritania and Senegal were included with the rest of AOF
(Courtesy Jim Polk.)
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Figure 10. From Tabou, Ivory Coast, to St. Etienne, December 16, 1939, franked
2f50, the airmail surtax at the time. The basic letter rate of If was waived by virtue of
the Franchise Militaire ("F.M."). (From the writer's collection.) See also Figure 9 for
such a cover without the "F.M."

Figure 11. From Niamey, Niger, to France, January 26, 1935, franked 50c for the
basic letter rate. Note, however, the manuscript "Par Avian Transafricain," indicating
the eastern route across the desert from Gao to Algiers and on to France. A number of
covers going this route during this period were flown without the airmail surtax.
(Courtesy Bill Mitchell.) (Shown full size; all other covers shown reduced.)
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Note 6. Second World War covers from AOF to France will match the rates
given in this article only when they were flown by carriers using the rates
arranged by the French. The cover in Figure 12 was flown thus; consequently
its franking fits the table on page 78. It is beyond the scope of this article

Monsieur
II

ADRIEN
Rue

B.AEHLER

Belaunce
MARSEILLE

France

./

Figure 12. A wartime cover from Conakry, French Guinea, to Marseille, February 18,
1942, franked 4f50 (basic 1f + 3f50 airmail surtax) in accord with the French rates. Also
to be noted is the fact that basic had changed to 1f50 about six weeks earlier (at least in
France), but the use of an old rate in the colonies for some time after a rate change is not
unusual. (Courtesy Michael Ensor.}

(and of the group's knowledge, at this point) to deal with the other complexities involved.
Note 7. Some letters went at printed matter rates, usually (not necessarily always) identified by the word "Imprime" on the envelope. For such covers,
substitute the following for the basic letter rates given in Table 1. Mar 25,
1924: 5 ->50g; July 16, 1925: 10c ->50g; May 1, 1926: 15c ->50g; July 12,
1937: 20c ->20g ->(25c ->50g); Nov 17, 1938: 30c ->20g (40c 50g); Jan 5,
1942: 50c ->20g (70c ->50g); Mar 1, 1945: 80c ->20g (H20 ->50g). The airmail
surtax was the same as for regular letters.
Our readers should know that I could not have gathered this information
alone. Only by the help of the study group has this been possible. More than a
score of collectors, in the U.S., Canada, Great Britain, and France-various
ones helping in different ways-have made this possible.
We continue to need information. While our database of airmail covers
from French colonies continues to grow, there are many periods, colonies, and
destinations poorly represented if at all. The more covers we have to study,
the more confidently we can confirm rates. I repeat, therefore, a request for
photocopies (front and back) of any and every airmail cover from any French
colony to anywhere-to and including 1945.
Furthermore, we welcome any information that bears on airmail rates
during this period. Corrections of information published are always appreciated.
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AMAZING 1870-1871 WONDER STORIES--45
by Ernst M. Cohn (FCPS #1491)
As postal historians well know, the texts of perhaps 99 percent of all letters collected for the sake of their postal historical interest is, in itself, of no
postal historical value whatever. This does not mean that the text lacks all
interest, as will be demonstrated by the contents of two very brief notes written by C. H. A. Carter, then residing in Paris, to Ella, but addressed to
Charles W. Cram, then staying at the Grand Hotel da (or du) Russie in
Geneva, Switzerland (Carter is not sure just how to spell that article). Both
covers are properly franked, one being postmarked 3E/13 October and backstamped Geneve-Culoz on the 16 th , the other postmarked at Paris 5E/27
October and backstamped Geneve-Culoz as well as Geneve, both on 2
November. The latter is a Gazette des Absents newspaper-letter combination
No.2, dated 26 October.
The earlier letter reads,

Dear Ella,
I write a word to let you know that I am in the land of the living and in
perfect health. I would give a small world to be with you - but the fates have
decided to keep me in Paris until the end.
We are enjoying most delightful weather. Can write no news. I spend my
time wandering over Paris.
There are 28 American ladies still in Paris - and about 100 Gentlemen.
[Note the difference in capitalization between the sexes.]
Gen. Burnside has visited Paris twice and all are in hopes that some good
may come to us from his missions.
This long "play spell" [his term for what was called the "phony war" in
WW II] is getting very monotonousWrite me a letter and direct it to the care of the American Embassy,
London, England - and possibly it may reach me.
I trust you are all well- and that soon, very soon, we may all meet.
Love to all and many kisses for the dear baby.
As ever,
There is, as a matter of fact, one sentence of considerable postal historical
interest here. It is one of the earliest instructions to outsiders how to get
news into Paris via the American Embassy at London. It is not known
whether Ella ever tried to send a letter. If so, she would certainly have been
successful.
The second letter reads as followsThis morning about one half of the American Colony left Paris for the
outer world. I would have been most happy to have joined the little band some 50 in number, and wended my way to you - but with a firm belief that
this state of affairs must soon end - the house and store on our hands - the
great expense etc., I decided to remain in Paris, at least for the present. [He
stayed on, until well after the armistice, at least.]
I would have written you a long letter - but no person going out was allowed to take a scrap. I am in perfect health.
Love to all. As ever.
This letter, too, does contain an allusion of postal history interest: In fact,
at least one letter is known to have been smuggled out by a clergyman leav-
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ing Paris. More are likely to have been taken through, despite a solemn declaration signed by each head of a household that no mail would be taken
along.
Apart from these two points made in the letters, they seem to convey the
feeling that Carter was quite happy to be left alone in Paris. He did not, in
fact, write a single long letter that has survived. His correspondence to Cram
during the Siege and beyond, while not numbered, seems to be complete,
however. Well, let us hope that they had a happy reunion when Cram and
family returned to Paris.

A CARD FROM GUSTAV
by Robert T. Kinsley (FCPS #2180)
Do we have some handwriting experts among our membership who can interpret penmanship which, most unusual, is worse than my own? But why do
I wonder what Gustav is saying on his card to Herman? Gustav is a member
of the French Expeditionary Corps in China during the time of the Boxer
Rebellion, writing from Peking to a Lieutenant Dubre of the 9th Infantry in
the little town of Mirande, Departement of Gers, using a Russian postal response card and the Russian mail system via Shanghai and Hong Kong.
Gustav is happy to be leaving something or things behind. Gustav sends his
regards to Madame Dubre, not mere nor soeur, so apparently dear Herman is
not a relative. Why then does Gustav identify himself as "te mauvais reject,
"the bad seed," an appellation made famous by Maxwell Anderson's long running Broadway play of 1955 adapted from William March's book of 1954
about a quite horrible child with no conscience?

Message side ofour cover-page postal card.
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IN-CITY MAIL SERVICE IN 18th CENTURY PARISTHE PETITE POSTE
by John H. Minsker and John B. Morton
(edited by Stanley J. Luft)
(Concluded from April 1999 Issue)
Bureau F, serving the Faubourg Saint-Germain quarter, opened on the
Rue du Bacq and moved to the Rue des Deux Anges in 1788. These locations
are in the present 7th Arrondissement. Figure 11 is an unpaid (F / PD) letter
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Figure 11. Bureau F cover.

of 26 September 1775, handled the 7th levee by carrier F / 8. These three
markings are in red; the black delivery day is illegible.
Bureau G, in the Saint-Germain-des-Pres quarter, was originally in the
Rue des Quatres Vents, then the Rue de Petit Lion, moving in 1781 to the
Rue du Theatre Fran~ais and finally to the Rue de Conde in 1786. These localities are in the present 6th Arrondissement. It had 22 carriers serving 56
boxes. Figure 12 is a prepaid letter dated 21 April 1762, picked up from box G
/49, and delivered during the 2nd levee of the 22nd day of the month.
Bureau H, in the Sainte-Genevieve quarter, was situated at first on the
Estrapade, moved a number of times by 1788, when it was brought to the Rue
de Fourcy. These streets are in the present 5th Arrondissement. It had 20
carriers serving 60 boxes. Figure 13 is an unpaid (H / PD) letter, dated 26
June 1765, from box H / 50, handled by carrier H / 9 (on back) the 3rd levee,
and delivered the same (26th) day of the month.
Bureau J (more properly I, but written as J), for the Bonne-Nouvelle quarter, was located in the Rue Saint-Etienne, moving in 1767 to the Rue
Poissoniere, in what is now the 2nd Arrondissement. In 1789, it became
Bureau D when that bureau's letter became available. It had 27 carriers for
57 boxes. Because it also served the inner suburbs surrounding the old walled
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Figure 12. Bureau G cover.

city, it had seven more carriers than would have suffered for its immediate
service area. Figure 14 is a prepaid letter dated 17 September 1769; picked
up from box J / 21, it was delivered on the 2nd levee of the 17th.
Figure 15 shows an unpaid (F IP.D) local Paris Petite Poste letter that was
transferred to the national mails. Picked up from Bureau F's box F / 66, this
letter from the Military Hospital Service went to the Dead Letter Office,
where it was opened and readdressed to the town of Noyon. In accordance
with regulations, the Dead Letter Office stamped-on "NIVOS" (21 December
to 20 January), the current month in the Revolutionary Calendar, and "JONpLE" (Inspection Postale or Principale 2 ) as evidence of having handled the letter. They also added a manuscript 5 (decimes) to be collected from the
addressee.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

For the sale of completeness, this article concludes with covers and markings from the three Petite Poste bureaus not present in the collection.
By a public advisory of 13 October 1761,1 Bureau K was created to serve
those Paris suburbs outside the old walls, and was situated on the Place du
Chevalier du Guet. It closed prior to 1768 and only one cover is known for
this period.l From 1768, carriers serving these suburbs from various bureaus
used markings identifYing these bureaus, surmounted by the letter K (Figure
16).
The Almanach of the Poste of Paris from 1762 mentions another bureau L.
Attached to Bureau B, it served the distant parts of the Faubourg SaintAntoine, Picpus, and other adjoining places. 1 No pre-1762 usage is known;
markings are first known only from 1768 1 (Figure 17).
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Markings of little-known Bureau M appeared during the post-1780, national rather than local, period of mail service 1 (Figure 18).

Figure 14. Bureau J cover.
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Endnotes
1. Delwaulle, J.-C., "La Petite Poste de Paris 1760-1795"; Les Feuilles Marcophiles,
Supplement to N° 282, 56 pp., 1995 [and references therein].
2. Rochette, Andre and Jean Pothion, Catalogue des Marques Pastales et
Obliterations de Paris 1700-1876, Paris, 1958.
3. Cuny, M., "Les Mutations de Bureaux de Paris"; Les Feuilles Marcaphiles, N°
198, pp. 2-22, 1974. [Used to check and modify several of the Minsker and
Morton street assignments of Petite Poste bureaus].

Figure 15.
Petite Paste
cover transferred to the
Grande
Paste.

Figure 16. Bureau K caver (Delwaulle, 1995).
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DR. ANDRE CAMBOULIVES (1905-1998) -A REMEMBRANCE
Membre Honoraire de l'Academie de Philatelie
At the centenary exhibition CENTEX held a Fribourg, Switzerland, in
1970, Professor Marino Carnevale-Mauzan had arranged the world's first international postal history session, held trilingually. One of the problems that
was discussed there was whether Belfort had balloon mail during its siege
and, if so, what type of balloon was used, how many were launched and when,
did any get through, and is such mail still extant, if it ever existed at all. Dr.
Camboulives was one of the attendants who thought that unmanned balloons
were flown but that only one got out, and that several pieces of mail exist
today. I was at that meeting as a fascinated listener to everything. If we met
at the time, I cannot now remember it. But I did have his address at Lyon
and corresponded with him from about that year until well into the time
when he had moved to Montpellier.
Also in 1970, the Belfort stamp club, Amicale Philatelique de rEst, issued
a softbound book on the centenary of the siege of Belfort. Its three contributors were George Schouler, who wrote on the siege in general; Robert de
Fontaines, who described the terrestrial siege mails in that book; and Dr.
Camboulives, who had made a special study of the balloons of the town.
I visited Mr Schouler when I was at Belfort and corresponded with the
other two for several years, exchanging information with all three about the
siege of Belfort and its postal history. Dr. Camboulives was particularly interested in the mail of the only balloon that made it over the German lines without being noticed and shot down.
In January 1970 he published what appears to be his first article on the
subject in Le Collectionneur Lyonnais 5, pp. 11-16, where he credits de
Fontaines with having first written about Belfort balloon mail and had written about it again after the late Mr P. Braunwarth, who owned one of the balloon letters, had communicated with him about it. Camboulives' articles still
posed some questions to which no answers were then known and contains
some errors that Camboulives corrected subsequently.
He published several more articles in the same journal, in the Bulletin of
the Societe Internationale d'Histoire Postale (now defunct), and in L'Echo de
la Timbrologie, adding details, furnishing answers, and generally deepening
and completing his studies. The latest dated publication I have is from 1985,
but there also are several that I got from him or from other friends without
any date. The subject evidently fascinated him for well over 15 years.
Dr. Camboulives, who died early in 1998, was a corresponding member of
the Academie in 1978 (the earliest list of members I own) up to 1995. By 1996
he had been advanced to the status of honorary member. He was also a
founder and long-time president of the Cercle Lyonnais d'Etudes
Philateliques et Marcophiles
-- Ernst M. Cohn

MEMBERS' APPEALS
HOUSECLEANING! For sale, four "bundles" of 50 French covers each, all periods, very
mixed condition, from junk to possible sleepers; mostly 19th Century; the stamps
alone are worth the outlay; $15 per bundle, postpaid, by check or money order
(sorry, no orders from foreign addresses) to Stanley J. Luft, 16291 West 56th
Place, Golden, CO 80403. (Mh. #915).
HELP WANTED: For an ongoing detailed study of the first three occupation issues of
Cameroun, we wish to plate French Congo types A4, A5 and A6 (Scott 35-49), and
would like the opportunity to examine, perhaps even borrow, multiples or full
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sheets of these stamps. Please advise of your holdings. We would be willing to
travel within North America or within France, to examine your material, if you
prefer not to ship it. Contact Martin P. Bratzel, Jr., 1233 Virginia Avenue,
Windsor, Ontario N8S 2Z1, Canada. (Mh. #2394).
TO TRADE; Huge duplicate collection of France and Colonies. Contact Ron Surace at
4160 Shady Point Drive, Moorpark, CA 93021. (Mh. #3150).
WANTED: Pierre Brimont French album binder (24 rings); also interested in pages,
blank pages, etc. published by the Barklay Press in Montreal during the late
1940s or 1950s. Contact Roger Kohagen, 5051 Jamestown Road, Columbus, OH
43220; e-mail <colmarcar@email.msn.coIn> (Mb. #1593).
EXCHANGE: Wish to trade U.S. new issues for French new issues. Can correspond in
French. Alex Krammer, 20415 Rancho Los Cerritos, Covina, CA 91724 (Mb.
#3120).

FOR THE RECORD
~

~

~

(Continued from #256, April 1999, p. 61)
769 revisited.) Bertrand Sinais offered a half-dozen lots (Lots 6206-11 of
his 41st auction sale of March 1999) of March 1931-February 1932
Marrakech-region letters that were carried by air and that bear these
three-lined boxed and unboxed cachets in various colors. He attributes
them to pacification efforts in southern Morocco, rather than to disruption
of surface mail service by landslides.
777.) St. Pierre & Miquelon's 1941-1942 FRANCE LIBRE / F.N.F.L. overprints commonly have been faked. Genuine overprints are 5.3 mm apart
(Yvert 232-273, Parcel Post 5), or 4.5 mm apart (Yvert 281-182), or just 3.3
mm apart (Yvert Postage Due 52-55). Over- or under-inking may result in
slight variations of these intervals. It's best to obtain good certificates from
the vendor. (Reported by J.-J. Tillard in St. Pierre & Miquelon Phil. Jour.,
April 1999.)
778.) In order not to lose commercial customers who might be tempted to
ship bulk mailings to other countries for remailing from there, La Poste
has instituted, as of 18 March 1996, the ECOPLI en nombre service. Very
advantageous rates have been offered to mass mailers of "junk" mail, who
in turn are required to (1) use meter-imprinting machines, and (2) to
prominently display the acronym En (Ecopli en nombre) on each item (see
illustration). Whereas the basic ECOPLI rate for individuals is presently
2,70F for up to 20 gm, it becomes 2,70F for up to 35 gm for bulk mailers of
at least 400 items within the department and at least 1000 items between
departments. The rates then go down as individual weights (250 gm maximum per item) and total weight of mass mailings go up. (Abstracted from
communication by Raymond Sene, in Feuilles Marcophiles N° 294, 1998.)

En

En
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RANDOM EDITORIAL JOTTINGS
These words are being written prior to our departure for France and
PHILEXFRANCE 99. There should be some sort of show report(s) in the next,
October 1999 number.
Back in mid-March, I judged at ROPEX '99 in Rochester, NY. It came as no
surprise to me that, once again, there wasn't a single France or Colonies exhibit in the 240 frames. In my 15 years as an accredited APS judge, I suspect
that I've judged at most a dozen F & C exhibits, and I may be including a few
that barely touch upon our Society's specialties (Al Kugel's 20th Century military postal histories, for one). It seems that the last purely F&C exhibit that
fell to me was Tom Siddens' French Classic period postal markings--and I
judged that one twice. What, pray tell, is the matter with our members, or is
it just my bad luck? (From "Some Show Reports," the majority of our exhibiting members show other specialties and they do extremely well with them.)
There will be a F&C "Western Regional" Meeting at ROMPEX in May 2000,
and it is my fervent hope that there may be no less than ten F&C exhibits in
open competition. Please think about it. Please consider taking up the challenge and prepare some new exhibit -- or refurbish an old one -- for this occasion. More on this special May 2000 event in a later number.
It was nice to be able to fill 40 pages of the April ("Salute to PHILEXFRANCE") number. Hope you all noticed that thicker product. There probably won't be another reason to expand from our customary 32 pages until
WASHINGTON 2006. Still, please keep those articles, notes, letters, suggestions, favorite covers, etc. coming! And, doesn't anyone have any Answers to
previous Questions--or any new Questions of their own? We await.
I guess I've become an old fogey for I can't get terribly enthusiastic over (or
even attempt to understand and interpret) the new postal services and
nomenclature that have sprung up in France over the past several years.
Perhaps it's time to ask our members if there's anyone out there willing and
able to (1) write occasional articles or notes on modern services and markings; better yet, (2) organize a study group similar to our very active Study
Group for Airmail Rates in French Colonies to 1945. Might one of our French
members, who should be closer to the material emanating from La Poste, be
willing to give it a try? Remember that today's junk mail could be tomorrow's
classic cover.

SOME SHOW REPORTS
• Garfield-Pen)' March Party '99 (Cleveland, March 1999): Reserve Grand Award, best
foreign exhibit, and Gold medal to Paul Larsen for his Leeward Islands exhibit.
• ROPEX'99 (Rochester, NY, March): Resel'Ve Grand Award and Gold medal to Eliot
Landau for his 6 cent Lincoln large Banknote exhibit; Vermeil medal to Steve
Washburne for an exhibit of Portuguese TPOs. Your editor served on the jury.
• WESTPEX'99 (San Francisco, April): Gold medal and extra goodies to Paul Larsen
for "Ubangi-Shari-Chad 1900-1939)"; Silver medal to Steve Washburne for
"Portuguese Christmas Postal Cards."
• Philatelic Show '99 (Boxborough, MA, April-May): In the non-competitive one-frame
class, Ray Gaillaguet showed Caisse d'Arnortissement Sowers, and Steve Walske
U.S. Civil War blockade-run mail.
• Plymouth Show 99 (Plymouth, MI, April): Vermeil medal to Steve Washburne for his
exhibit of Portugal and Colonies TPOs.
• ROMPEX '99 (Denver, May): Vermeil medal to your editor for "France: The 30 centimes cameo Sower"; Silver-Bronze medal to Bob Kinsley for "Interned in
Switzerland." Ray Gaillaguet was a most exacting judge.
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Gerard Gomez, Catalogue des Vignettes Experimentales, 3rd ed., 1998; 30 pp., A4 format; inquire of
author, at 17 avenue de Sceaux, F-78000 Versailles, France. (Illustrated [color and black-andwhite] and priced catalog of the unused stamp designs of France.)
Marianne de Briat . coins-dates des tirages en feuilles et carnets; 100 pp., A5 format; 75Fr postpaid,
from SO.CO.CO.DA.MI, Boite Postale 46-25, F-22046 St.-Brieuc Cedex, France. (Detailed study of
the coins dates, printings and press runs of sheets and booklets of the popular Marianne de Briat
issues.)
Enueloppes et cartes Premier Jour (Jean Farcigny), 35th ed.; 152 pp., all illustrations in color;
125Fr + postage payable to Editions J. Farcigny, 39 rue d'Estienne-d'Orves, F-92400 Courbevoie,
France. (The latest edition of the standard French catalog of First Day covers.)
M. Belhabit, La poste aux cheuaux et la paste aux lettres dans Ie Departement de IYonne; edited by
the Club Philatelique Senonais; 72 Fr postpaid, from M. Legrand, 8 rue Pierre Lavergne, F-89100
Sens, France. (Other details not communicated. Postal history and early postal routes of the Yonne
Dept.)
G. Regourd, Obliterations mecaniques et propagandes, 1939-1945 (France et Colonies); 1996; price,
number of pages, etc. not communicated; inquire of author, at 12 rue de Comtesse Cecile, F-12000
Rodez, France. (A study of the slogan cancels used at the start of World War II, during the Vichy
regime and the German occupation, and by the Provisional Govt. and during the Liberation.)
Jacques Bury, La paste du rail en Ardeche (1862-1973); 96 pp., A5 format, numerous illustrations;
98Fr postpaid, from Editions E & R, La Bouquinerie, 8 rue Ampere, F-26000 Valence, France. (A
study of the railway posts of the Ardeche Dept., with railway maps and illustrations of covers and
postcards.)
Catalogue des obliterations mecaniques a flammes illustnies (1997 Supplement); 64 pp.; Etude W
273 of Le Monde des Philatelistes; 90Fr + 1l,50Fr postage, payable to Le Monde des Philatelistes;
order from Le Monde Boutique, 21 bis rue Claude-Bernard, F-75242 Paris Cedex 05. (625 illustrated slogan machine cancels of France and 20 of Monaco, that appeared during 1997; priced.)
JANVIER 1849--Inuentaire des lettres du moisjanuier 1849 affranchies auec timbres-paste; edited
by l'Association Marcophile du Val de Durance (A.M.v.D.); 1999; ca. 450 pp., 21 x 29.7 cm; 150 photos, 30 in color; 200 Fr + 50Fr registered postage; by check made out to A.M.V.D., addressed to
Jean Demenge, 2 Traverse de la Liberation, F-13650 Meyrargues, France. (All January 1849
stamp-bearing covers inventoried are described, and tabulated by Departments. Includes list of
those bureaus known only ofT-cover.)
Andre-Agneret, Michel Granero, and Maurice Boule, Les Timbres Fiscaux de Monaco; 120Fr (+
postage), by check or credit card, to the Musee des Timbres et de Monnaies, 11 Terrasses de
Fontvielle, 98000 Monaco. (All revenues of Monaco since 1880 are listed, described, and priced; numerous color illustrations.)
Vincent Pothion, Catalogue des bureaux ambulants (1845-1965) et des timbres adate des preposes
des burealt.'" de pastes aux gares (1854-1960); 1999; 84 pp.; with value indices; 175Fr (+postage),
from La Poste aux Lettres, 7 blvd. du Faubourg Montmartre, F-75009 Paris. (A new, enlarged and
corrected edition of thE: standard catalog of railway (ambulant) and station markings.)
Jean Renard, Les tarifs postaux enliberte; 91 pp., 21 x 30 cm; 90Fr, postpaid, from the author, at 26
allees des Roses, F-37270 Montlouis-sur-Loire, France. (A chronological study of the French postal
rates in effect 1981-1990 [period of the Liberte definitives]: domestic, international, DaM-TOMs.)
Henri Bessaud, Les uarietes du type Groupe des ex Colonies Fran~aises; 1998; published by COL.
FRA; 250Fr (for non-members of COL.FRA) (+ postage); from COL.FRNH. Bessaud, Boite Postale
628, F-75367 Paris Cedex 08. (A new study of the varieties of the Group Type of the Colonies.)
Francis Zammith, Philatelie et Auiation alt.'" iles Wallis et Futuna; 1999; 145 pp., of which 32 in
color; 240Fr (+25Fr within France, more elsewhere); checks payable to author; orders sent to COL.
FRA, Boite Postale 628, F-75367 Paris Cedex 08.
Pierre Couesnon and Andre Guyader, Histoire Postale des Terres Australes et Antarctiques
Fran~aises des origines a1955; 350 pp.; more than 120 black-and-white and color illustrations; 240
Fr (+ 20Fr postage in France, probably more elsewhere); details from Pierre Couesnon, 50 rue de
Rennes, F-35590 Saint-Gilles, France. (A mainly chronological study of the postal history of the region, up to the creation ofthe TAAF in 1955, based upon numerous archives in France and abroad.
Includes details on postal markings and their timeframe.)
Catalogue des Obliterations Mecaniques a flammes illustrees au stylisees: 1997 Supplement; 38 pp.,
13 x 21 cm; 90Fr (+ 1l,50Fr postage in France, probably more elsewhere); published by Le Mondes
des Philatelistes; inquiries to Le Monde, Service de la Vente, 21 bis rue Claude-Bernard, F-75242
Paris Cedex 05. (The annual supplement of illustrated and slogan machine cancels; 625 new ones
illustrated.)
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REVIEWS
Michele Chauvet, Les Bureaux Taxateurs de France - Mais qui taxe les lettres? (The Taxing
Offices of France - But who rates the letters?), Supplement to W 295 of Les Feuilles
Marcophiles (1998), 63 pp., 8V4x1H/4", illustrated, tables, softbound, 75 francs, from
Union Marcophile, 47 rue de Maubeuge, F-75009 Paris, France.
It is amazing that no one hitherto had tackled this topic of French postal history, and
yet it is not surprising when one reads how complicated the situation was initially and
what variations were introduced over the years into the convoluted procedures for determining the postage to be charged for letters, which postal bureaus marked the amount of
postage paid or to be charged, corrected the amount, or countersigned to confirm the freefranking privilege. What appears to be relatively simple today was far from that in the 17th
to 19th centuries.
Here are the explanations of who had the right and duty to do what as concerns postage
for letters of different domestic and foreign origins and for various destinations; what to do
to correct errors and about used stamps that someone tried to use again; and special conditions applicable to the colonies. This main text covers 41 pages and follows a preface by J.F. Brun and a foreword by the author.
Annex 1 covers the organization of simple and compositive post offices, with an alphabetic listing. Annex 2 concerns rural service in 1830, with two tables for 1846 listing details
for mail moving in only one district and mail going to another district, plus a schematic
showing the organization for rating letters starting in 1854. Annex 3 deals with direct connections to Paris, including a 41h-page table of towns with such direct access. Annex 4 lists
the sources.
Production is excellent (though I should have appreciated somewhat larger font for the
footnotes) and the color photos on the outside of front and back covers are beautiful. A good
knowledge of French is needed. This book is a must not only for the French specialist but is
recommended to all postal historians who are looking for new fields to conquer: For example, in your area or country of specialty, do you know who rated the mail? Does anyone?
--E. M. Cohn
Isn't it time to find out?
Laurence H. Lambert and Kenneth R. Nilsestuen, The Lambert-Nilsestuen Classification of
the Date Stamps of Algeria 1835-1962 [Nouveau Classement des Cachets a main utilises
en ALGERIE], © 1999, 8Ihxll", 41 pp., bilingual text, illustrated, tables, bibliography,
softbound spiral plastic binding, $10 (+2.50 domestic postage and handling or $5 foreign, VISA and MasterCard accepted), from Summit Auctions, PO. Box 640, Cuyahoga
Falls, OH 44221.
The text is preceded by Stanley J. Luft's blingual preface, showing the need for this new
classification despite several older ones, which used procrustean methods of fitting
Algerian hand stamps into the general French scheme. The new method, based on the
characteristics exhibited by Algerian postmarks alone, is more rational and simpler than
the older ones. It includes "all primary markings used by the Algerian postal service from
1835 to 1962 to identify a post office." The earlier date was that of establishing the French
civilian postal service, the later one marks Algerian independence.
A capital letter identifies the class of post office, a number the type, and a lower case
letter, where needed, the substype. Definitions are given and markings are traced. That
system leaves exactly six unique (U) markings, which are also shown. All others fit into a
simple table of 7 main rows and 10 columns. That is followed by another table cataloguing
all markings.
The work neatly illustrates that comprehensive systems are sometimes better replaced
by individual ones more appropriate to special cases. This work is, therefore, of great interest not only to collectors of Algerian postmarks and postal history but also to anyone inter--E. M. Cohn
ested in schemes of classification generally, postmarks or otherwise.
Marino Carnevale-Mauzan, Les Messages Croix-Rouge pendant la Seconde Guerre
Mondiale etjusqu' a nos jours. 1 - Les Messages Civils dits M 61 {Red Cross Messages
during the Second World War and until our days. 1 - Ciuilian Messages called 'M6l'],
Grenoble 1989, 40 pp., 6V2X9", saddle stitched, 23 illustrations, no price given, from
author, Residence Elysee, 8 blvd. R. Salengro, F-38100 Grenoble, France.
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This booklet brings together three articles, originally published elsewhere but here enhanced by illustrations and supplemented by detailed statistics: (1) Civilian Red Cross
Messages in WW II (actually includes some details about messages sent in the Spanish
Civil War as well): (2) More on so-called "M 61" Red Cross Messages; and (3) Collaboration
of the Red Cross With the Vatican in Sending Private Messages During WW II.
The enigmatic designation derives from the fact that some, but by no means all, printed
forms for civilian messages of restricted length, some of which could be sent postage-free,
carried the form number 61 or M 61.
The International Red Cross is said to have transmitted nearly 24 million messages, including telegrams, from and to civilians in WW II and through the middle of 1947. Details
are presented in a 2-page table.
Various relationships are considered, e.g., traffic between the (German occupied)
Channel Islands and the UK, but also traffic across the lines during Israeli wars (when the
Star of David replaced the Cross occasionally).
An Italian general in German captivity exceptionally used Form 61 in mid-August 1944.
The cumulative index 1957-1993 of the Postal History Journal contains fewer than a
dozen references to Red Cross communications, showing the general neglect of the subject
by postal historians. This little booklet presents another useful lead to needed research in
an interesting area. Some knowledge of French helps, but the illustrations alone are worth
having and largely self-explanatory.
--E. M. Cohn

Le Patrimoine du timbre-poste franqais, published by Flohic Editions in its series Le
Patrimoine des Institutions. Hardback, 240 x 180 mm, 928 pages. Price 350F, available
from Wen Diffusion, 3 rue de Stinville, 94220 Charenton-Ie-Pont, France.
Published for the 150th anniversary of the French postage stamp, this beautifully produced encyclopaedic guide gives illustrated details of all French stamps from their conception until the end of 1998. There are more than 3500 reproductions in colour, and details
are given for each stamp of all known dates of issue and withdrawal from sale, designer
and engraver, printing method, number printed, and Yvert and Marianne numbers. Where
appropriate, a short history of the stamp and its usage are added, with longer sections on
the more important stamps.
This volume is in the same series as Le Patrimoine de la Poste (reviewed by John
Simmons in Journal 204 page 87), and aims at the same high standards of presentation.
Those specialists involved directly in its production as authors or collaborators include
Jean-Frant;ois Brun, Bertrand Sinais and Jean-Luc Trassaert, all three members of this
Society. A reading knowledge of French is required for full appreciation of the text, but
much useful information can be gleaned from the figures and pictures.
This is not just a glorified catalogue, however, as it includes long sections on the history
of the postal service in France from the Middle Ages onwards, with illustrations of covers,
uniforms, transport, artifacts and maps. It has chapters on the postal infrastructure, the
Revolution, innovations, maritime post, international post, military post, the classical period ,vith the birth of the stamp, the printing presses at Perigueux, and the Academie de
Philatelie. Each period of stamp issues is introduced by presenting the historical background, with sections on some of the more noteworthy aspects of philately at the time. For
example the period 1914-1918 has sections on military franchise postcards, private postcards, Armees de la Republique correspondence, the Garros-Gilbert postcard, Belgian hospital cachets, obliterations de fortune, and "anti-boche" patriotic vignettes, as well as all the
stamp series.
At the end of the book, along with a page or two on such subjects as the French
Association of Philatelic Societies, and Mail Art, come a table of highlights in chronological
order, a list of the stamps used on the first day of each tariff change for a normal letter (pli
urgent and non urgent where appropriate), and a glossary of postal and philatelic terms. I
find this an extremely attractive and useful reference work, suitable, as claimed, for all
philatelists and postal historians, both beginners and experts, who can understand basic
French.
--Maurice Tyler
(Reprinted from The Journal of the France & Colonies Philatelic Society, vol. 49, W 1,
March 1999, ,vith the permission of the reviewer and editor.)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS AND NEWS
>- This is the design by Jean-Paul Cousin of a

>-

>-

>-

>-

>-

>-

>-

>-

>-

>-

stamp that will be issued in France--and
perhaps much of Europe as well--in May
2000, as a common design or theme for EUROPA 2000. I suppose it represents little
children bringing stars to pile upon a
brighter tomorrow. Or something.
A Basque-language cultural society in
southwestern France has been denied the
right to reduced postal rates for its rather
voluminous correspondence because it is addressed, at least in part, in Basque. The automated sorting machines at the Bayonne
post office (and we suppose elsewhere in
France) can read only French, which means
that the society's mailings must be sorted
by hand. The society is suing La Poste for
being discriminated against.
Security paper bearing silk threads (best
visible under UV light) has been used for a
few late September 1998 press runs of the
following Marianne de Luquet stamps:
1,00F, 4,50F and 10F. Others may also exist. No official explanation for the use
of this paper has been given to date.
In the April 1999 number (N° 256, p. 62), we announced that certain highly
placed persons in the Monaco administration had profited immensely from the
sale of so-called proofs of various Monaco souvenir sheets. Now it appears that
certain postal officials in France may also be implicated in that same profiteering scheme:
The French postal administration is considering lowering some postal rates in
or prior to 2001, something that hasn't happened since early in 1947--and
which didn't last for more than three months. We shall see...
An exhibition, consisting of NORDIA 2001 (the international Scandinavian
competition), the APS winter meeting, and ARIPEX 2001, to be held in Tucson,
Arizona in January 2001, will be judged by, among others, FCPS members
John Lievsay (jury president) and Steve Washburne.
Mter having lamented the demise of the project to illustrate and describe covers from the first month of use of the 20c black Ceres of 1849 (in April 1999 editorial, p. 58), I'm happy to advise that the patient did indeed survive. That
small society in France has now brought forth a 450+page inventory of the covers, with 150 illustrations (30 in color), and adequately bound. Please see "New
Books, Pamphlets and Catalogs" (p. 96) for ordering details.
Walton Eugene Tinsley passed away April 12 at the age of 78. Gene, better
known as the president of PACIFIC 99, as an APS-accredited judge, and as a
major collector of Tasmania, was also a member of our Society, with particular
interest in Paris cancellations of the Classic period.
The CHICAGOPEX'98 Vermeil Award certificate finally arrived, and we are
proudly displaying it on the
back page.
Computerized France Specialized album pages on heavy
stock are available through
www.stampalbums.com
Franking-machine stickers
(automat stamps) have appeared, since late December
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1998, in France with values in francs (above) and euros (below) (see illustration). Currently, the euro is valued at 6.55957 francs, but for postal-charge purposes, it is rounded to just two decimal points; i.e., 3,00F= 0,46€. However, the
first such stickers to be issued were based upon guesstimates of the exchange
rate, and some were off by 0,01 or even 0,02 euros.
These "errors" may become future sought-out collectible varieties.
As of this writing Bureau Postal Militaire (BPM) 662
is serving the postal needs of French troops deployed
near the southern borders of Yugoslavia's Kosovo
province (see illustration).
SOLUPHIL-FRANCE (5 rue du Helder, F-75009
Paris; e-mail <soluphil@selection-line.net» has joined
the growing ranks of stamp dealers in France who accept major credit cards. Their charge is 3% over invoice.
On 2 July 1999, at the opening of PHILEXFRANCE, France will have issued
its last samp valued solely in French currency, the 6,70F Ceres 1849-1999. All
stamps to follow will bear values in both francs and euros.
Types I and II of the current Marianne de Luquet ,----------------,
definitives were described here on pp. 56-57 of the
April 1999 (N° 256) number. Pierre Marion" (in
SO.CO .. DA.. MI. Bull. 117, January 1999) notes
that there is a white line in the hair between the 7
and the 0 of the 6,70F value (see illustration), that
is absent or less comspicuous in Type II.
Some French Polynesia circular date stamps of recent years have been found without interior dates
(see
illustration). According to our
'? P.
member Christian Beslu, writing in Bulletin COL.FRA N° 86
(1999), these more often than
not are pure fantasies contrived
by postal employees, users and
(or) local philatelists.

"*

*

NEW ISSUES AND WITHDRAWALS
(Continued from N° 256, April 1999, p. 69)
France
~ 6 (8) March: the Asterix cartoon character was also issued as a single stamp in a sheetlet, at 3,ooF + o,60F;
~ 19 (22) March: 3,ooF Council of Europe (1949-1999);
~ 25 (26) March: the previously reported PHILEXFRANCE 99 50F sheetlet contains art
stamps at 5F, 5F and 10F (not 5, 10 and 10 as reported in the April number), the other
30F serving as a permanent entry ticket to the exhibition.
~ 10 (12) April: 3,ooF 800th birth anniv. of Richard the Lion Hearted; 15F airmail: Airbus
A300-B4, also in sheetlet often stamps at 150F;
~ 17 (19) April: 3,ooF Dieppe (the white cliffs);
~ 24 (26) April: 3,ooF Camargue region (in Rhone delta) [EUROPA 99];
~ 13 (17) May: Vacation and greeting stamps, three at 3,ooF;
~ 15 (17) May: 3,ooF St. Pierre (Martinique); 3,ooF Chateau of Haut-Koenigsbourg (BasRhin);
~ 22 (25) May: 3,ooF Ecole de Nancy (details of a cup by Emile Galle);
> 28 (31) May: 12F Old Roses sheetlet of one stamp at 3,ooF and two at 4,50F;
~ 29 (31) May: 6,70F Art of Claude Monet; 3,80F facade of "La Jurade de St.-Emilion,"
(1199-1999);
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5 (7) June: 4,50fH6tel de la Monnaie, Paris;
12 (14) June: 3,00F "Model Little Girls" art by the
Countess de Segur;
19 (21) June: 6,70F Auch Cathedral (stained glass detail);
3,00F "practice(?) welcoming" (happy sun with doves);
26 (28) June: 3,00F Figeac (Lot Dept.); 4,50F Rene Caillie
(1799-1838);
2 July: 6,70F Ceres 1849-1999 [the last French stamp to
be issued without its euro equivalent].
Withdrawals: 12 February: 4,40F Stephane
Mallarme; 3,00F Aero-Club de France; 4,40F
CollegiaIe de Mantes-la-Jolie; 12 March: 3,ooF
Imperial Palace (Beijing); 4,90F the Louvre;
4,50F Opera de ParislPalais Garnier.
Andorra
13 (15) March: 5,00F Recycling;
10 (12) April: 3,00F Sorteny Valley [EUROPA 99];
5 (6) May: 3,80F 50th Anniv. Of Council of Europe;
15 (17) May: 2,70F "The First Stagecoach."
French Polynesia
1 February: 118F Year of the Rabbit;
11 February: 96F Valentine Day in Tahiti;
18 March: Marine fauna 70F, 85F, 90F and 120F;
27 April: Marquesian tattoos (IBRA 99) 90F and 120F.
27 May: Happy Mother's Day 85F and 120F;
24 June: Fruit of the Fenua 85F and 120F; booklet of 12 stamps at 1200F.
Mayotte
8 February: 3,00F map of Mayotte; 8,00F water reservoir at Combanie;
3 (6) April: Fishes of the lagoon 2,70F, 3,00F, 5,20F and 10F.
Monaco
28 January: 6,70F / 1,02€ 20th Anniv. of Monaco's Aide &
Presence;
6,70F
12-14 February: MONACO'99 sheetlet of four stamps at
3,00F (=12F), sold only during these three days;
12-15 February: 2,70F Auditorium of the Congress
Center; 4,60F / 0,70€ Piano Masters at Monte-Carlo;
13-15 February: 4,90F / 0,75€ and 6,00F / 0,91€ old roses;
16 April: 3,00F / 0,46€ 70th Anniv. of first Grand Prix automobile race; 4,40F / 0,67€ International Grand Prix of
Philately; 5,20F / 0,79€ 5th International motorcycle
jumping competition; 7,00F / 1,07€ (x two, se-tenant?)
75th Anniv. of Sporting Association of Monaco;
25 April: 3,00F / 0,46€ Forum Grimaldi; 5,00F / 0,76€ 100th Anniv. oflaying of first stone
of the Oceanographic Museum.
New Caledonia
19 March: Spiders, four at 70F; 100F Megalodon (fossil shark) tooth; SS of three 70F
shark stamps for AUSTRALIA 99;
21 April: Traditional musical instruments 30F, 70F, 100F; Xlth South Pacific Games 5F,
10F, 30F, 70F.
23 or 24 April: 105F Art of Paul Bloc;
St. Pierre & MiqueIon
10 (15) February: 5,20F painting (strike on the isle of
mariners);
10 (15) March: 3,80F "plate-biere" (berry);
7 (12) April: 1,70F and 2,00F shoeing horses;
10 April: Euro stamp of France (3,00F / 0,46€), and booklet of
ten stamps, overprinted for the islands;
10 May: 20F airmail, Pintail duck.
Withdrawals: 12 March: 3,80F Flora and Fauna (horses); 9 April: 1,70F and 2,00 ice-making.
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Wallis & Futuna
> 18 January: 600F bearer of kava;
> 15 February: Shells ofthe lagoon 95F, 100F, llOF and 115F;
> 22 March: 130F Nuku Taakimoa Islet (sea stack);
> 19 April: 900F airmail, "Finemui" (reclining semi-nude).

F.C.P.S. OFFICIAL
PRESIDENT'S LE'ITER

One of our members has complained to me regarding one of the Book Reviews published in
the last issue of the Philatelist, and has threatened to pursue his dispute in other forums.
Reviews are intended both to draw attention to publications of possible interest to our members,
and to provide an evaluation of their content. Our Book Reviews are signed, and are published as
the opinion of the reviewer, which may be more or less favorable or even unfavorable. The choice
of which Reviews to publish is the prerogative of the Editor. The Editor has the full confidence
and support of myself and other members of the Board.
At the Annual Meeting in May, the current officers were reelected for an additional term.
Changes in the by-laws continue under consideration. So far I have received only one formal response to my request for suggestions.
I had previously predicted that the Internet would become a major channel for purchase and
sale of philatelic material. Recently two sites have emerged as useful sources for material for my
own collection. First, I will mention www.stampsites.com. through which I have found several
dealers offering covers of potential interest.
I particularly want to write about eBay. Here we have a very successful operation with radical differences from the traditional philatelic auction. At the moment it is the one site on the
Internet which I will visit daily to see if it has any offerings of interest to me.
I had expected the Internet to permit the profitable auction sale of lower-priced lots than can
now be handled by the typical public auction: eBay, ,vith a commission as low as 25 cents, offers
many lots of $5 or less in value. The low commissions are certainly the key to its popularity. A
second favorable factor is the auctioneer's role as an "honest broker." Under eBay's system, the
bidder can feel confident that he will be sold a lot for one raise over the next highest bid, and the
top amount he was willing to pay is not revealed if the lot was purchased for less.
On the other hand, I feel that eBay's current cumbersome payment system, in which each
buyer remits directly to each seller, usually through regular mail, will change fairly soon. A natural evolution would be to some form of credit or deposit system, first for purchases on the eBay
site, and eventually for payments everywhere on the Internet. This would be analogous to the
creation of the department store charge card, and then the bank credit card.
Condition and genuineness are a major concern when buying through eBay. Typically you are
paying before you actually see the merchandise, and have only the reputation of the seller as a
guarantee of any redress if it is unsatisfactory. Their "Feedback" system is helpful, but only for
purchases from sellers who have been active for some months. The unknown seller should only
receive a full price for an expensive stamp if he offers it ,vith a good certificate. Here the cover
collector has a major advantage, since he can make a much more complete evaluation just by
studying the picture.
I urge our members, particularly those like myself, ,vith narrow specialized interests, to investigate these Internet services, and perhaps even stretch a little to patronize them. Clearly
philatelic business on eBay is still in the experimental phase. When the seller can be confident
that he will receive a fair price for his material, then it will become a really important market
place.
Dick Stevens
TREASURER'S REPORT APPROVAL

At the meeting of April 6, 1999 the Board of Directors approved the Treasurer's Report for
1998, as published in the April 1999 issue of the Philatelist.
MEETING OF APRIL 6, 1999
It was a very special meeting tonight, as the members in the New York area gathered for dinner at the Madison Bistro in remembrance of Ira Zweifach whom we lost last year. We had twenty members and guests join us, including Andrea and Jerry Carroll, Ira's daughter and
son-in-law. In addition to a wonderful meal and stories shared by all, Estelle Robbins read a
poem in memory oflra.
After dinner, we retired to the Collectors Club for a mix of exhibits. Martin Stempien showed
some of his famous Accountancy Marks, and yow'S truly did an update of new additions to his
Guadeloupe and Group Type collections. John Lievsay showed some of his Type Sage material,
one of Ira's favorite collecting areas. Among the various items John showed, was a Sage precan-
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cel which was found in the penny box at the Chicago show! Dick Stevens regaled us with proofs
of the 1947 issue of Martinique, in all, and I do mean all, aspects. Dick noted that he could fill
eight frames with this material. He showed essays, color-number proofs, die proofs (in various
colors too), etc. The value of this material is uncertain, as there is no catalog. Stan Luft showed a
frame on the postal history of Rixheini; this town in Alsace had the honor of changing hands five
times between 1870 and 1945 in this period. Lou Robbins showed French-area material from the
original Sperati folders, something few have even seen. Finally, Walter Parshall showed four periods of Monaco postal history (stampless through stamped) including the red 78 MONACO
marking.
It was a long and most enjoyable night in honor Ira, whom we all miss.
__ Ed Grabowski
MEETING OF MAY 4, 1999
It was our Annual Meeting night and the existing slate of officers was reelected; Board
Members whose terms were expiring were also reelected. President Stevens had just returned
from the show in Nuremberg with his report and a few new purchases. The dealers seemed
happy with the turnout, although France was poorly represented; only Paul Sussman from
Marseille took a booth.
Dick showed a number of his show purchases including a 1920s printed-matter envelope from
Martinique franked with the 2c current definitive. He also showed a Salonica-front money-order
account sheet which was struck with sixteen, yep sixteen, different town handstamps as part of
the money-order accounting process. Dick guessed that but a very few of these have survived.
-- Ed Grabowski
NEW MEMBERS
3196 RECKMO, SCOTT, 2913 Hampshire Avenue, South, Minneapolis, MN 55426-3315. (Postal
History: Military Posts. Modern France: Mint - On Cover. Other: World War II Issues Only.
Special Issues: Telegraph - Dues - Newspaper - Stationery - Revenues - (World War II Issues
Only.) Andorre And Monaco (World War II Issues Only). Colonies General Issues: Mint - On
Cover. All Colonies And Territories Issued During World War II. Philatelic Literature: And
Exchange: World War II Issues Only.)
3197 NEWVILLE, ED., P.O. Box 977, Placitas, NM 87043. (French Community: Offices Abroad.
Colonies General Issues: Mint - Used. All Colonies And Territories.)
3198 KINDRACHUCK, MARK, 327 Anglin Bay, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7J 5G1 Canada (Regular
Issues: 1870-1871 Issues. Sage Type 1876-1900.)
3199 FULLER, DEREK J. H., 5050 Grover St. - Apt. 10, Omaha, NE 68106-3840. (General Collector:
All Issues. General France: Used.)
3200 ANGLEVIEL, FREDERIC, 9 Rue Charleroi, BP 920, Noumea, New Caledonia (Special Issues:
Stationery - Air Meets - First Flights, Etc. Colonies General Issues: Mint - Used - On Cover.
Colonial Provisionals - Group Type - Cancels And Postal History. New Caledonia. Wallis And
Futuna. New Hebrides. Exchange. French Pacific. Aero Philately. Postal Stationery.)
3201 ABENSUR, ROBERT, 24 Avenue du General-Leclerc, F-54700 Pont-A.-Mousson, France.
(Specialized France: Stampless Covers. Marques Postales. Modern France: Blanc, Mouchon &
Merson Types. Philatelic Literature. Postal Rates.)
3202 RAINVILLE, JOSEPH W, 5718 Abernathy Way, San Diego, CA 92117. (General Collector: 19th
And 20th Century. Colonies General Issues: Used. All Colonies And Territories.)
3203 THOMAS, BUDLEY B., 22 Cherokee Ct., East, Palm Coast, FL 32137-8938. (Specialized
France: Postal History: Marques Postales - Military Posts - Railway Posts - Used Abroad.
Classics 1849-1876: Cancellations. France's Second Empire Napoleon Stamps Used & On Cover.)
REINSTATEMENTS
2964 HANCOCK, MICHAEL, P.O. Box 3004, Kennebunk, ME 04043 (New Address).
2977 BEAUNE, BOB, Edmonton, Alberta, T6J 2C3 Canada.
2060 THEURER, G. JACK, New York, New York 10025.
3020 OLEVNIK, MICHAEL H., 3630 W Bradford Dr., Bloomfield Hills, MI 4830l.
3164 TERRY, DAVID 1., P.O. Box 340520, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234 (New Address).
1593 KOHAGEN, ROGER A., 5051 Jamestown Road, Columbus, OH 43220.
2997 DODARO, PAUL E., 415 Davis Avenue, S.W, Leesburg, VA 22075-343l.
CHANGES OF ADDRESS AND CORRECTIONS
1771 CARLETON, JOHN C., 10 S. Brentwood Blvd-Suite 110, Saint Louis, MO 63105-1694.
2761 ENGBLOM., R. DENNIS, 6323 139th Place, S.W, Edmonds, WA 98026-3513.
406 VENGROVE, CHARLES F., P.O. Box 673, Wells, VT 05774.
2952 MATI'EI, BRUNO, 19. rue Wilson, F-68100 Mulhouse, France.
1554 ABRAM, SAM 1.,10 Attitash Road, Chappaqua NY 10514-2304 (Correction Of Town).
3049 JONES, RANDOLPH 1., JR., (Correction Of First Name Spelling).
2089 DECKER, RICHARD G., Kerrville, TX 78028-1453 (Zip Code Change).
2918 LARSON, PETER B., (Correction Of Middle Initial).
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LAYMAN, TERRILL, Arlington, WA 98233 (Zip Code Correction).
EVANS, JOHN J., JR., 662 W. Aldine Ave., Chicago, IL 60657-3410 (Zip Code Change).
BERN, HOWARD A., Berkeley, CA 94707-2626 (Zip Code Change).
BROM, THOMAS K., Lafayette, CA 94549-5530 (Zip Code Change).
CHLANDA, HENRY, PO. Box 41280, Brecksville, OH 4414l.
ROTIMAN, MILTON, Crestwood, 3845 Park Avenue - Unit 18, Fairfield, CT 06432-1237.
DUNCAN, ROBERT F., 219, Bradford Road, Shipley, West Yorkshire, BD18 3AA, Great Britain.

REMOVED FROM THE MAILING LIST
3033 COLE, ROBERT M. (Resigned).
2838 BOSSARD, ALAIN R. (No Record Found).
2248 SKVARA, DR. FREDERICK C. (No Record Found, May Have Previously Resigned).

